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Regulatory challenges and approaches
to characterize nanomedicines and their
follow-on similars

Nanomedicines are highly complex products and are the result of difficult to
control manufacturing processes. Nonbiological complex drugs and their biological
counterparts can comprise nanoparticles and therefore show nanomedicine
characteristics. They consist of not fully known nonhomomolecular structures, and can
therefore not be characterized by physicochemical means only. Also, intended copies
of nanomedicines (follow-on similars) may have clinically meaningful differences,
creating the regulatory challenge of how to grant a high degree of assurance for
patients’ benefit and safety. As an example, the current regulatory approach for
marketing authorization of intended copies of nonbiological complex drugs appears
inappropriate; also, a valid strategy incorporating the complexity of such systems is
undefined. To demonstrate sufficient similarity and comparability, a stepwise quality,
nonclinical and clinical approach is necessary to obtain market authorization for
follow-on products as therapeutic alternatives, substitution and/or interchangeable
products. To fill the regulatory gap, harmonized and science-based standards are
needed.
Keywords: glatiramoids • liposomes • nanocolloidal iron carbohydrates • nanomedicines
• nanosimilars • nonbiological complex drugs • stepwise regulatory approach for follow-on
versions

The term ‘nanomedicines’ refers to medicinal
products using nanomaterials and nanotechnology during their development and for their
manufacturing. Nevertheless, nanotechnology has been applied beyond therapeutic or
diagnostic research and development within a
wide variety of scientific domains, including
physics, chemistry, biology and pharmaceutical sciences. This provided new understanding, but also exciting opportunities for novel
materials, systems and devices as major innovations in the therapeutic field. Not only is
nanotechnology exploited because of the size
of the materials and products, it also enables
the unique opportunity for size-specific design
and manufacturing at an atomic and molecular
scale for the development of active structures,
devices and systems with features that cannot
be accomplished at larger scales [1] . The broad
application of this technology also requires
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the involvement of different regulatory bodies
including the medicines agencies. Nanotechnology promotes merging of different technology driven sectors and allows for new combinations, such as nanobiotechnology converged
from biotechnology and microelectronics [2] .
In Europe, the science and technology to
engineer nanodevices and nanomedicines are
coordinated for the research community in
the European Science Foundation (ESF) or
can be addressed through the European Technology Platform on Nanotechnology (ETPN)
[3,4] . Nevertheless, the benefits as well as the
risks for such nanoproducts have to be evaluated, as they are not well and fully understood
today. A main distinction between nanotechnology and nanomedicines lies in their specific
safety assessment as medicinal products to be
administered for medical use. This clinical
application of nanomedicines is administered
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on a selected patient population, whereas exposure to
engineered nanomaterials is unintentional or accidental,
as for instance upon use of nanoparticle containing food
packages [5] .
Processes or methods for improved characterization
of nanomedicines are urgently needed, but also an indepth understanding that even minor changes affect
their clinical profile, a harmonized definition and
nomenclature, a regulation of their access to market
and follow-up safety surveillance are needed. Recently
some steps in this direction have been taken for the socalled nonbiological complex drugs (NBCDs) and their
follow-on versions (see also the ‘Regulatory challenges
& approaches with nanosimilars’ section) [6,7] .
Challenges to be addressed in order to achieve safe
and sustainable development of nanotechnologies are
the control of the manufacturing process, the monitoring of the exposure to nanomaterials in air and water
and the development of a robust system for predicting
the impact of nanomaterials on human health and the
environment over their entire life cycle [5] .
This review will focus on nanomedicines and their
specific regulatory challenges, especially as far as the
regulatory approach for follow-on versions and the
comparability with established nanomedicines is concerned. The science-based evaluation of such ‘generic’
nanomedicines relies on a similarity and a stepwise
approach as a full physicochemical characterization to
show the pharmaceutical comparability. However, a
full physiochemical characterization is not possible also
with state-of-the-art methods. Up to now no harmonized approach exists for the comparative evaluation of
such complex nanomedicines developed with reference
to an innovator product as indicated by several reflection papers of the EMA and industrial guidance papers
of the US FDA, for example, for intravenous (iv.) iron
carbohydrates [8,9] . Different authorities’ approaches
toward the regulations of these products exist. While
the FDA follows a case-by-case approach, which is iterative, adaptive and flexible but also more general, EMA
is supporting a class-related approach. For these reasons,
expected trends in regulatory strategies of (follow-on
versions of) nanomedicines will be addressed here [10] .
Nanomedicines & nanosimilars
Nanomedicine, as a branch of nanotechnology, covers the science and technology of delivering nanosized
drugs or drug carriers to specific cell types and biological structures not targeted by conventional medicinal
products. Many opportunities exist to address unmet
medical needs by nanomedicines and devices to revitalize pharmaceutical innovation, for example, in cancer
and other diseases including the field of personalized
or regenerative medicine. Nanomedicines usually are of
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a size between 50 and several hundred nm and represent a wide variety of structures (Figure 1 from [11]) but
it should be noted that nanomedicines cannot merely
be defined by their size; larger materials may contain
nanostructures with size-specific properties [1] or nanomaterials might be used during a production step [12,13] .
Important to know is that several nanomedicines are
already in safe use, some even for decades, partially
without the prescribers and users being aware of their
colloidal and/or nanomedicine character [14] .
The safety issue for human and environmental health
is challenging. Since the surface-to-volume ratio is very
high at the nanoscale, the surface properties of nanomedicines are key for their interactions with the biological environment [5] . There is a need to fill the scientific
gap to understand fate and biointeractions of these
highly complex drug products to define appropriate
regulatory requirements [11,15–19] . It is important to gain
insight into nanoparticle-related issues like potential toxicity related to particle size before attempting to define
such requirements [20,21] . A decrease in particle size
results in a larger particle surface area, which can cause
increased biological activity, such as immunogenicity
[22] . For instance, nanoparticles can interact and induce
undesirable alterations in the balanced function of cells,
for example, within the blood coagulation system, which
may result in severe and even life-threatening thrombotic complications [23] . However, if intended, an interaction with the coagulation system may also result in
beneficial outcomes. These interactions are determined
by the particles’ physicochemical properties, such as size,
charge, density of surface groups, surface chemistry and
composition. As an example, cationic dendrimers (polymeric nanomaterials) were shown to be cytotoxic in vitro
whereas neutral and anionic ones were not. Understanding such mechanisms of nano
particle biointeractions
when examining structure–activity relationships, might
allow the identification of critical parameters to optimize
the synthesis of nanomaterials to avoid certain biological
activities. These mechanisms were for instance considered during the development of Doxil® (Janssen Biotech,
Inc., NJ, USA; see also the ‘liposomes’ section).
There is a lack of knowledge on which parameters
are critical for the evaluation of nanomedicines during early development. For instance nab-paclitaxel
(Abraxane®; Celgene Corporation, NJ, USA), a
nanoparticulate, albumin-bound anticancer drug is
the first approved protein-based nanoparticle medicinal product. The manufacturing processes, the use of
proteins from different sources, and different conditions for nab-paclitaxel preparation result in variations
in quality, purity and difficulties in scale-up production. The performed tests with intended copies suggest fundamental differences in manufacturing and
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Figure 1. Selection of nanomedicines used as drug carriers.
Reproduced with permission from [11] .

resulting product composition. Producers of such nabpaclitaxel copies failed to reproduce size distribution,
stability, potency or physicochemical characteristics
of Abraxane; these differences may potentially lead to
undesirable effects and safety concerns [15] . Biologics
of very high molecular weight, such as antibody–drug
conjugates may also be considered nanomedicines [24] .
Acknowledging the complexity of biologics such as
therapeutic proteins and the impossibility to exactly
reproduce biological products, a specific biosimilar
regulatory approach for follow-on versions was elaborated and established ahead of submissions of followon versions by EMA [25] . Up until now, 17 biosimilar
products received marketing authorization by EMA
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[26] .

The FDA is currently in the process of developing
a regulatory approach for such products, which may
more heavily rely on the physicochemical characterization of proteins, and less on the clinical evaluation, as
is the case in Europe. Nevertheless, the FDA accepted
the similarity instead of a sameness approach [27] .
Another type of complex drugs and their follow-on
products, which cannot be fully characterized by physicochemical tests alone, are nonbiological complex drugs
(NBCDs) [7,25] . Biological products are naturally structured; therefore they might differ immensely with these
artificially designed and synthetically manufactured
medicinal products. Not being biologics, the biosimilar regulatory pathway, designed for biologics, cannot
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be applied to NBCDs although basic principles may be
used. The abridged pathway for generics of small molecules, which has been used for market approval of some
NBCD follow-on products [28] , is also not possible as it
disregards the complexity and the resulting unpredictable properties of such products, resulting in the lack
of full pharmaceutical characterization and of a bioequivalence approach [25,29] . In analogy to the biosimilar concept for therapeutic protein follow-on products,
the term ‘nanosimilar’ has been coined in the context
of NBCDs follow-on versions [14] . In case of parenteral
liquid formulations, the term ‘nanocolloidals’ is used
[8] . Depending on their structure, size and composition
both categories of complex drugs include representatives
of nanomedicines but the nanoparticulate property is
not a compulsory characteristic.
The difficult-to-control manufacturing
process defines the in vivo performance of
nanomedicines
Biological and nonbiological nanomedicines result from
an elaborate multistep manufacturing process influenced by numerous critical parameters, which have
to be controlled fully to guarantee a consistent final
medicinal product. Such parameters exist for the synthetic (NBCDs) and biotech (biologicals) manufacturing process. It goes from well-defined starting materials,
the specific reaction conditions (temperature, reaction
time, pH at the different stages, specificities of fermenters and cell types used, among others) and the different
concentrations of the reactants, the purification steps
and procedures of intermediate and end-term products
[8,11,16,30] . In contrast to a single, fully characterized or
defined molecule in small molecular medicinal products, the final large molecular manufacture product
consists of different nonhomomolecular, often nanoparticular structures. The nanomedicines’ profile with the
important attributes and the acceptable ranges for in
vivo performance is determined by the manufacturing
process and the control of critical parameters (Figure 2).
Therefore, as is the case for biologicals, the manufacturing process determines the properties of these complex
drugs and their follow-on similars (the process is the
product). Comparability of intended copies (biosimilars
or nanosimilars) and their extent of interchangeable use
remains a therapeutic and regulatory challenge [6,16,25,31] .
Based on different origin and chemical composition
(natural, anthropogenic, organic and inorganic), their
size and shape and their applications in research and
industry, nanoparticles can be divided into different
classes also for nanomedicines (Figure 1). Representative
nonbiological nanoparticles with potential application in
specific or targeted drug delivery include a broad variety
of formulations including liposomes, polymers, proteins,
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micelles, dendrimers, quantum dots, nanoshells, nanocrystals, gold nanoparticles, paramagnetic nanoparticles
(superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles [SPIONs])
and carbon nanotubes [31] . Each of these systems has
characteristic but widely varying 3D structures sensitive
to critical, difficult-to-control parameters of the manufacturing process potentially leading to meaningful differences in clinical outcome, including safety concerns.
Streamlining and robustness of such a manufacturing
process ensure high reproducibility and allow production scale-up [2] . Physicochemical and biological tests
have to be sufficiently sensitive to identify small variations in the product that could affect performance. This
might be even more demanding in the case of synthetic
manufacturing processes (NBCDs) compared with biological nanomedicines with their manufacturing based
on biologic expression systems.
After administration into an organism, engineered
nanomaterials with sizes between 150 and 300 nm are
mainly found in the spleen and liver; smaller particles
may extravasate into the bone marrow. Particles >5 nm
are found to accumulate in the liver. Excretion by glomerular filtration occurs with particles of a hydrodynamic diameter between <5 and 10 nm [32] . However, it
is not well understood how the physicochemical properties of nanomedicines, including the surface characteristics that result from the manufacturing process correlate with the resulting pharmacokinetic behavior. It
was shown that nanoparticles selectively accumulate in
tumor tissues, through the enhanced permeability and
retention (EPR) effect due to increased fenestration of
tumor vasculature (permeation) and the absence of lymphatic drainage (retention). The EPR effect is thought to
allow nonspecific drug targeting at potentially increased
efficacy and reduced side effects [31] . Solid tumors in
experimental animals showed an accumulation of 6.5%
of gold nanoparticles (20 nm) of the total injected doses
[32] . The majority of the particles accumulated in other
organs, especially in the liver and spleen, which hints
an immune recognition and extraction by phagocytosis in these organs belonging to the reticuloendothelial
system. Another study showed that after 30 days silica
nanoparticles were trapped in the lung, liver and spleen.
Signs of liver injury were observed, and larger particles
were cleared faster from the body than smaller nanoparticles [33] . As is the case with tumors [34] , the state of
disease can change the fenestration of blood vessels and
successively the extent of extravasation of nanoparticles
into tissues [35] . In mice injected with iron oxide particles the tumor site appears darker due to the increased
accumulation of iron oxide particles via the EPR effect.
In December 2013, the results of Phase-III clinical trials for tecemotide (L-BLP25), an investigational MUC1
antigen-specific cancer immunotherapy, were published.
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Figure 2. The manufacturing process defines the complex medicinal product.
Adapted with permission from [29] .

Tecemotide targets cancer cells expressing mucin-1 protein in patients who present with unresectable stage III
non-small-cell lung cancer [36] . It is designed to stimulate an individual’s immune system, to recognize cancer
cells and to control the growth and spread of cancers
in order to increase the survival of cancer patients. It is
speculated that the mode of activity of tecemotide vaccine is mediated by a T-cell-mediated immune response
to cancer cells expressing MUC1 as a target [37] .
The mostly unknown existence and nature of clinically meaningful components in nanomedicines or
NBCDs result from the manufacturing process. It
makes it so difficult or even impossible to appropriately
characterize such products physicochemically and has
a special importance for the regulatory evaluation in
follow-on versions. Therefore, nonclinical and clinical evaluations are needed to characterize such product and to obtain the totality of evidence to achieve
comparability. This will be further substantiated below.
Specific nanomedicine-related aspects
One attribute of nanoparticles is their 3D structure and
size, which results in the recognition by the (innate)
immune system. Upon injection this results in uptake
of the nanoparticles by monocytes and phagocytes in
the liver and spleen preventing, for example, delivery of
their chemotherapeutic payloads to tumors [34] , unless
the tumor resides in these organs. Furthermore, nano
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particles can cause damage to mitochondria by the release
of labile and reactive components increasing reactive
oxygen species (ROS) production, leading to oxidative
stress and possibly to apoptosis of cells [38,39] . However,
nanotechnology may tailor materials in order to avoid
undesired characteristics of nanomedicines, and antigentargeted delivery can be improved by attaching targeting
moieties, such as antibodies [36] . Exhaustive and elaborate studies involving the biodistribution, clearance, as
well as biocompatibility of nanoparticles for biomedical
application is required for the successful translation of
the use of nanoparticles from bench to bedside [40] .
Despite the broad scope of the possibilities of
nanoparticle based medicinal products, there are still
many questions remaining to be answered. In order to
advance innovation within the discipline of nanomedicine it is necessary to expand and to facilitate crossdisciplinary training for researchers, medical care providers and public health professionals from industry,
governmental organizations and academia [17] .
Nanotechnology use within the life sciences has
become better regulated and safer due to an increasing
science-based regulation and awareness within the EU
and the USA. These requirements have less impact on
the pharmaceutical industry, which is always exposed to
a high level of quality and safety requirements, including extensive pharmaceutical quality, toxicity and efficacy/safety evaluations [40] , which represent the base
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for the market authorization of a medicinal product.
Nevertheless, the specific activity and pharmacokinetic
properties related to the nanoparticulate product requires
improved analytical tools based on scientific understanding to improve nanomedicines at a good benefit–risk
ratio [16,41] .
Current nanoparticulate (colloidal) NBCDs
with market approval
To understand the specific characteristics of nanomedicines, examples from established nanoparticlecontaining NBCDs may be used to give guidance for
their future improved regulatory assessment. Examples
of established nanoparticulate NBCDs are iron-carbohydrate drugs, glatiramoids and liposomes [25] . In this
section an overview of these different NBCDs will be
given, including examples that broach the regulatory
issues with their follow-on products. In this we are
mainly focusing on iv. iron-carbohydrate drugs, where
the majority of studies comparing the intended copies
(iron-sucrose similar [ISS]) and the innovator product
(nanocolloidal iron sucrose) was published.
Iron-carbohydrates

Colloidal iv. iron preparations are used for the treatment of iron deficiency and related anemia and, to a
lesser extent, as diagnostic MRI imaging medicinal
products in the presence of paramagnetic properties [42] .
These nanoparticulate products consist of a polynuclear
iron(III)-oxohydroxide core with a surrounding mono-,
oligo- or polysaccharide (carbohydrate) shell for stabilization (Figure 3) [43] . The iv. iron colloidal preparations differ mainly in their carbohydrate shell and their
covalent or electrostatic attachment to the core. Nature
and composition of the shell and core materials of these
nanocolloidal medicinal products are important for
their stability, distribution (targeting), degradation and
elimination or accumulation in vivo. Iron oxide particles
are engineered nanomaterials that degrade safely [44] .
Iron oxides and other metal oxides are transformed by
metallothionein abundantly expressed in the liver and
kidneys [45] . SPIONs can be traced by the SPION biodegradation method [46] . Upon degradation, SPIONs
lose their paramagnetic properties and are transferred
into ferritin. Since degradation is a slow process, paramagnetic iron is still detected in macrophages 2 months
after administration. It was hypothesized that SPION
degradation takes place in the acidic lysosomal compartment, and it is currently unknown whether the same
degradation pathway is important for other nanomaterials as well. The shell has a major effect on the pharmacokinetic profile, immunogenicity and maximal dosing tolerance in patients, and will ultimately be removed in the
body. The high degree of complexity of these NBCDs
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relates also to their nanocharacteristics, and challenges
the therapeutic equivalence to substitute and interchange
follow-on versions with the originator. The iron sucrose
innovator drug product, Venofer® (Vifor Pharma Ltd,
Switzerland), is used worldwide to treat iron deficiency
for many years, mainly in hemodialysis patients. Venofer
has been considered as the safest iv. iron medicinal product [47] . Hypersensitivity reactions are very rare. Pharmacovigilance data collected between 1986 and 2007
(156 million doses, 7.831.600 patient years), reporting
only 164 anaphylactoid safety adverse events, correlating to an incidence of 0.0021% and no drug-related
fatality was recorded [48] . Authorized follow-on versions
of Venofer were based on the generic paradigm, which
today is understood to be inappropriate for NBCDs
[25,42] . The nonclinical and clinical properties such as
oxidative stress, inflammation, tissue storage/accumulation, side effects and effectiveness showed a higher risk
for intended follow-on copies, also referred to as ISS [39] .
Nonclinical and clinical nonequivalence was not related
to physicochemical differences in vitro. It is not known
which components of the nonhomomolecular structures
are responsible for such clinically meaningful differences
and analytical means to isolate and fully characterize the
product do not exist [27,49–50] . The observed and published evidence of nonequivalences in efficacy and safety
are concerning [28] and show the lack of a scientific regulatory approach to define comparability of such products.
Therapeutic equivalence is ultimately related to the proprietary, not publicly available manufacturing process
yielding only similar, but not the same, nanomedicines.
This phenomenon occurs with all follow-on products,
unless there is a simple chemical and stable excipient, but
is more prevalent with nanomedicines.
Glatiramoids

Glatiramoids are synthetic copolymer mixtures of
defined molar ratio of four naturally occurring l-amino
acids found in myelin basic protein (MBP): l-glutamic
acid; l-alanine; l-lysine; and l-tyrosine [7,28] . Copaxone® (glatiramer acetate, TEVA Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd, Israel) is composed of a polypeptide mixture,
with molecules and molecular structures in the range of
1.5–550 nm; it is authorized in the USA, the EU and
Israel to treat multiple sclerosis, reducing frequency and
relapsing rate. The precise pharmacological mechanism is not well understood, and the peptide structures
responsible for the pharmacologic activity are not identified. The medicinal product comprises a mixture of hundreds of thousands of random polypeptide sequences
with immune-modulating activity out of an estimated
number of almost 1026 possible different polypeptide
structures. The mechanism of action is further complicated by Copaxone’s metabolism into smaller peptides
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and/or free amino acids, virtually nontraceable in serum
upon injection [7] . As for all NBCDs, the complex and
difficult to control manufacturing process is key to the
final glatiramoid product properties. Follow-on versions
of glatiramer acetate show similarity, but not sameness
to Copaxone. Similarities can be found in the polypeptide molecular weight range, whereas subtle differences
in the composition and their clinical consequences are
unknown although they might impact efficacy and
safety. These are only to be detected in long-term toxicity
studies [30,51] .
The main question for NBCD follow-on versions
remains: what are clinically meaningful structures
of the product’s quality and how to assess them when
comparing an intended copy version with the innovator
product, as NBCDs cannot be characterized/identified
by physicochemical methods only. Therefore, nonclinical and clinical head-to-head evaluations are needed for
therapeutic equivalence assessments. The nanoparticulate characteristics do not allow traditional pharmacokinetic and bioequivalence testing as established in the
generic paradigm for well characterized molecular disperse medicinal products [16] . As for iv. iron, the lack
of pharmacodynamic markers and an unclear mode
of action make it even impossible to rely on concentration over time measurements in an undefined central
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compartment. A stepwise approach to assess similarity
or equivalence of quality, safety and efficacy between a
follow-on glatiramoid and the original Copaxone is necessary [7] . NBCDs differ significantly in their complexity
and nature, necessitating a case-by-case or product/class
specific regulatory approach for their follow-on similars
[14] . In contrast to liposomes and iv. iron carbohydrates
nanosimilars, up to now no reflection (EMA) or guidance paper (FDA) for glatiramoid follow-on versions
exists. For quality attributes of glatiramoid similars particle sizing and immunogenicity testing will be necessary and are described [52] . Therefore and as for iv. iron
carbohydrate colloidals, sensitive and validated methods
to establish similarities or possible differences in quality
attributes have to be used; for any difference an appropriate justification for potential impacts on safety and
efficacy has to be given [8,53] .
Liposomes

Liposomes are drug-loaded vesicles that are composed
of one or more lipid membranes surrounding one or
more aqueous compartments. Water-soluble drugs are
encapsulated in the aqueous spaces whereas the lipidsoluble drugs are enclosed within the membranes. The
encapsulated drug can be delivered when the liposome
interacts with (targeted) cells through adsorption, endo-
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cytosis, lipid exchange and fusion [14,54] . The entrapment
of the narrow therapeutic index drug doxorubicin within
a liposome carrier shows the benefits of this technology
[10,55] . As cell membranes have negative surface charge,
cationic nanoparticles tend to have easier access to these
cells compared with neutral and anionic ones. Nanoparticle delivery can be a favored effect in disease-affected
cells, but an undesired one in healthy cells. Therefore,
nanoparticles are often coated with the charge-neutral
PEG, which also decreases protein binding, immune
recognition and uptake of the nanoparticle. PEGylated
liposomal nanoparticles stay longer in the blood circulation than a nonPEGylated drug product, increasing the likelihood of the drug reaching the target. So,
PEGylation affects both the binding and the distribution of particles within the body [34] . For doxorubicin,
the half-life and the distribution into tumor tissue is
increased with a liposomal carrier showing that the fate
of encapsulated and free drug differs. Particle size, membrane fluidity, surface charge and composition of liposomes influence safety and efficacy and are sensitive to
the manufacturing processes [14,56] . Recently published
findings show differences in antitumor activity in animals between liposomes of differing lipid compositions
[7] ; a difference in antitumor activity was observed even
though the tested liposomes had similar pharmacokinetic profiles. This shows how difficult or even impossible it is to introduce follow-on versions of doxorubicin containing liposomes (Doxil [Janssen Biotech
Inc.]/Caelix® [Janssen-Cilag, Buckinghamshire, UK]).
The reflection paper drafted by the EMA for the assessment of pharmaceutical quality, nonclinical and clinical
principles for follow-on liposomal formulations indicated
the need for additional tests to show bioequivalence
between the innovator and follow-on products because
of the difficulties to characterize liposomal formulations
by conventional bioequivalence studies. See Table 1 with
the requirement overview for nanosimilars comparability evaluation for the different NBCD classes [7] . A stepwise regulatory comparability approach is considered
for quality, safety and efficacy, comparable to the biosimilar regulatory approach [57] . The reference paper also
highlights that differences in manufacturing processes
between follow-on products and the authorized innovator product might result in substantial differences in
efficacy and safety. There are currently no follow-on liposomal formulations approved by the EMA [14] . According to the FDA draft guidance paper, follow-on versions
of liposomal doxorubicin have to have physicochemical
properties that are equal to those of the innovator product. Furthermore, in vitro and bioequivalence studies
are requested, but clinical efficacy and safety studies are
not deemed necessary. The FDA has approved the first
follow-on liposomal product in 2013 by the Abbrevi-
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ated New Drug Application (ANDA) pathway, mostly
under the pressure of existing drug shortage showing the
importance to control the manufacturing process but
also principal Good X Practice (GxP) regulations. Also,
supply problems of such NBCDs makes alternative treatment options difficult or even impossible. It is remarkable that a temporary approval was granted by the FDA
for the use of Lipodox™ (Sun Pharmaceutical Industry
Ltd, Mumbai, India) in a period of doxorubicin shortage. Lipodix™ had not been approved before [7,58] . In
addition, serious concerns about the GMP compliance
have been formulated with respect to the manufacturing site in India and the product has successively been
withdrawn [59] .
Regulatory challenges & approaches with
nanosimilars

Published evidence on therapeutic nonequivalence of
nanoparticulate NBCDs and their follow-on versions
have created awareness on the regulatory gap to evaluate intended copies with the reference complex drug, but
also to define the necessary level of similarity to approve a
correct status as regards their practical use by healthcare
professionals [7,25] . It needs to be determined to which
extent such follow-on versions can be safely used as therapeutic alternatives in naive patients or as a substitute or
interchangeable medicinal products in an established
chronic treatment. This was merely a topic upon approval
of generic well-characterized small molecules with demonstrated bioequivalence to the reference product. A special challenge was created by the nanoparticulate NBCD
drug products with new nanoparticle quality issues,
potentially different fate in the body affecting biodistribution, efficacy and toxicity and also relating to a major
scientific gap of understanding biointeractions [11,14] . The
EMA has drafted several reflection papers related to liposomal [57] and iv. iron nanomedicines [8,42] , clearly stating
that the current generic paradigm with the established
equivalence testing is not valid for these complex drugs.
Because NBCDs are not biologicals by definition [6] , a
biosimilar approach does not apply. Lessons learned from
biological drug products with highly complex structures
and a correspondent complex pharmacology/toxicology
and immunogenicity profile have also led to a similar
approach where evidence has to provide the necessary
equivalence and comparability of intended copies with
the reference drug product with the subsequent label
for use. Also, the FDA published guidance to industry
papers mainly covering nanoparticle assessments and
proposals for a bioequivalence testing of colloidal iv. iron
carbohydrates such as iron sucrose [60] . The FDA even
scrutinized their approval of an authorized generic ferric gluconate by starting a 3 years program to critically
review their evaluation tools and obtain more insight into
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Table 1. Comparability requirements of nonbiological complex drugs and their nanosimilars.
NBCD product
categories

Generic follow-on
pathway

Additional NBCD similar requirements

Specs of ref. Clinical
product
PK (BE)

Extended
Biological in vitro In vivo
Extended clinical Clinical studies
physico-chemical quality similarity toxicity
PK (PD) test
(safety,
characteristics
tests
(preclinical) equivalence
efficacy, TE)

Liposomes

+

+

+

?

?

Glatiramoids
Iron
carbohydrates

+

?

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

+: Required; -: Not required; ?: Case-by-case differences or differences between EMA and US FDA regulations; BE: Bioequivalence; NBCD: Nonbiological complex
drugs; PD: Pharmacodynamics; PK: Pharmacokinetics; TE: Therapeutic equivalence.
Adapted with permission from [7].

important aspects of product comparability [61] . Besides
physiochemical characterization, in vitro phagocytosis, in
vivo uptake of labile iron leakage, iron distribution studies in tissues, and nontransferrin-bound iron (NBTI)
formation and comparison of iron levels in hemodialysis
patients are suggested for this study [11] . The EMA proposes quality, nonclinical and clinical bioequivalence to
assess safety and efficacy for NBCD follow-on versions,
whereas the FDA focuses on quality including nanosizing and clinical bioequivalence testing in appropriate
compartments (Table 2). The FDA follows a ‘totality-ofthe-evidence’ approach to compare biosimilar products
with reference biological products might also be adopted
for such NBCD similars. The communality of biological
and NBCDs is their complexity in structure and composition even if they exclude each other by definition. Both
types of products are large nonhomomolecular structures
obtained through complex manufacturing processes [6] .
The products cannot be fully characterized by physicochemical means and their in vivo performance cannot be
defined in a classical bioequivalence approach. Therefore
and to characterize their profile, extended quality but
also nonclinical and clinical tests are required to evaluate
follow-on similars (see also Table 1). Being not the same
but similar, the extent of similarity has to be defined in a
totality of evidence approach to finally define their therapeutic equivalence. The absence of unknown clinically
relevant differences has to be granted for safety reasons.
In addition, biological and nonbiological (synthetic)
complex drugs may have nanoparticular characteristic and their follow-on are nanosimilars. For evidence
development different kinds of evidence are integrated,
necessary to address residual uncertainty. Different standards for different product-categories and not a ‘one size
fits all’ format are used (Table 1). A globally harmonized
approach is thus lacking for this new category of synthetic drug products with high complexity including
nanomedicine characteristics. The NBCDs are defined
by the control of a most-sensitive multistep, proprietary
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manufacturing process. A stepwise therapeutic equivalence approach for such NBCD follow-on versions and
nanosimilars through physicochemical quality analysis with specific nanoparticle assessments, nonclinical
evaluation (biodistribution) and clinical assessments (in
patients) for pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (biomarker) correlations, immunogenicity and finally clinical head-to-head comparisons to define substitutability
and interchange of medicinal products evaluated [62] .
The reintroduction of animal studies with nanoparticles
have to be understood to better define the similarity profile of the drug product, for example, by drug targeting
to specific tissues or cells in an animal model [8,42] . Nonclinical tests are not intended to extrapolate to humans
in order to reduce clinical data, knowing that substantial differences between humans and animal models, for
example, rodents, exist. However, they allow the stepwise
approach to clinical testing. A specific challenge for such
nanoparticulate medicinal iron products lies in their
chronic use, like in hemodialysis where metabolism of
iron is different compared with that of healthy volunteers
used for the bioequivalence testing in generic drug products [7,61] . Therefore, substitutability and interchange
(switchability) of intended copies and reference product
matters [49] .
The nanotechnology task force of the FDA concluded
that the current general framework for safety assessment is in general robust and flexible [41] , and does not
need extension. However, the recently published industry guidance of the FDA on whether an FDA-regulated
product involves the application of nanotechnology
shows that the awareness of nanoparticulate medicinal
products is increasing and that the experienced issues are
taken into consideration [13] . In some Asian countries follow-on iv. iron sucrose versions were introduced into the
market before the originator Venofer was approved [53] .
This indicates again a lack of harmonized approval standards to define which characteristics have to be evaluated and compared with the reference product. This was
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Table 2. Differences in requirements for the evaluation of follow-on intravenous iron preparations
between the European Medicines Agency and the United States Food and Drug Administration.
Evaluation
requirement

EMA

US FDA

Quality

Qualitative and quantitative composition
Close/identical to the reference product

Qualitative and quantitative
composition
Close/identical to the reference
product

Chemical and physicochemical characterization
Particle size distribution
Morphology
Complex stability
Labile iron release in plasma

Chemical and physicochemical
characterization
Particle size distribution
Morphology

In a relevant animal model (distribution,
metabolism excretion). Emphasis on targeting,
accumulation and retention at least in:

No specific recommendations

Nonclinical

• Plasma
• Reticular endothelial system (RES)
• Target tissues/organs

Clinical
Single-dose parallel or crossover study.
bioequivalence Analytes (serum):

Clinical
safety/efficacy

Single-dose, randomized, parallel trial
Analytes (serum):

• Total iron
• Transferrin-bound iron

• Total iron
• Transferrin-bound iron

Therapeutic equivalence study:

No specific recommendations

• Not necessary when totality of data (quality,
nonclinical data, human PK study) demonstrate
similarity

Therapeutic equivalence study:
• May be necessary in a relevant patient population
when minor differences observed

Postmarketing
surveillance

Long-term and follow-up studies to elucidate the
full safety of the products

†

The US FDA maintains a postmarketing surveillance and risk assessment programs to identify adverse events (and poisonings) to update
drug labeling, to reevaluate the approval or marketing decision [63].
EMA: European Medicines Agency; PK: Pharmacokinetics; US FDA: United States Food and Drug Administration.
†

addressed in an expert workshop of regulators, academia
and industry in the Asia-Pacific region in October 2013
to discuss current and best practices for the approval, use
and postmarketing surveillance of follow-on NBCDs.
There is a need for science-based coeducation of regulators and healthcare professionals on the topic by experts
in the field, since substitution of the originator product
with follow-on products has led to efficacy and safety
issues [64,65] . A greater international regulatory cooperation is needed for harmonizing the approaches to evaluate such nanosimilar NBCDs and to address the gaps in
the understanding of the properties of NBCDs reflected
by issuing therapeutic guidelines and education [11,53] .
Interchangeability
Two or more products are regarded as interchangeable
when therapeutic equivalence is shown, which enables the
use of two or more products for the treatment of the same
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condition within the same population. However, when
two products are regarded as interchangeable on an individual level during the course of treatment, the originator
and its follow-on products are regarded as substitutable
with each other, which is referred to as ‘switchability’ [6] .
The EMA does not make decisions about interchangeability and/or switchability of follow-on products with
the originator product during the market approval evaluation process [66] . Decisions on the interchangeability
and/or switchability between follow-on products and
originators are taken on a national level, because clinical
and also the healthcare system practice differs in member
states of the EU [66,67] . This means that EMA can grant a
follow-on product market approval when it is therapeutically equivalent to the originator product without deciding on the interchangeability and/or switchability of the
two products. The FDA, on the other hand, does not
grant follow-on products with market approval without
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proof that these products can be interchanged or substituted. Two products are regarded as interchangeable
according to the FDA when they are pharmaceutically
equivalent (e.g., same active ingredient, inactive ingredient, dosage and administration) and bioequivalent
(e.g., same rate and extent of absorption in the body)
[68] , and switchable when two products contain an active
substance that is chemically identical and has the same
delivery rate and dose [69] . Since manufacturing processes
can affect the final absorption of the drug by the body,
pharmaceutical equivalence does not necessarily imply
bioequivalence [68] . As follow-on nanomedicines are similar but not the same as the originator the level of similarity has to be considered for substitution and interchange.
Proof of switchability would need eventually head-tohead clinical evaluation in patients [55] . For postmarketing surveillance, but also to know which product is
finally used in patients remains a further hurdle to trace
such products.
For instance, the impact of switching from the originator iron-carbohydrate product Venofer to a follow-on
product has been studied by Rottembourg et al. [64] .
They concluded that switching from Venofer to a followon product resulted in a destabilization and decrease of
hemoglobin levels in previously well-controlled hemodialysis patients. Consistent with this finding, a significant
increase of iv. iron dose and erythropoiesis-stimulating
agent consumption was found necessary. Therefore, the
aim to reduce anemia treatment costs by switching to
the follow-on product resulted in even increased anemia
drug treatment costs because of the needed higher doses
for both iron and erythropoiesis-stimulating agent. The
lacking information on the substitution of the iv. iron
product to the treating physicians made also the management of the loss of achieving the hemoglobin target range
in the patients difficult and time-consuming with even
potentially unnecessary and avoidable clinical implications. These results show the necessity of appropriate
communication between prescribing physicians, dispensing pharmacists and treated patients for interchange
or substitution of such therapeutics, which are not fully
therapeutically equivalent. Also improvements in communication between regulatory authorities and pharmacists and prescribing physicians should be realized as the
understanding of approved intended follow-on products
is lacking in healthcare professionals [53] . Different types
of applications for submission dossiers exist (e.g., Art 10.1
Dir 2001/83/EC, Art 10.3 Dir 2001/83/EC, Art 10.a
Well-established use, Art 10.4 Biosimilars), and their
consequences on interchangeability and switchability are
often not known [68] . Guidance for prescribers and pharmacists on how to use generic medicines safely is needed
[69] . Furthermore, it should be noted that follow-on products are generally developed in similarity to an origina-
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tor product, however, the originator product often itself
undergoes many changes and improvements after first
market authorization. At the end, this may result in comparing a follow-on product to an originator product that
has had many changes and improvements, which makes
this an invalid comparison. This is even more important
for nanomedicines and NBCDs with their most important, difficult to control, and often proprietary manufacturing process, which determines the product (Figure 2).
However, as mentioned before, in case of nanomedicines or other nonhomomolecular products that cannot
be characterized fully by physicochemical means only, it
is not clear which parameters should be taken into consideration for comparability or to detect clinically meaningful differences. For instance, the quality of follow-on
products of recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO)
was evaluated in a recent study in Thailand. This study
was conducted because a high prevalence in pure red cell
aplasia (PRCA) was observed with the growth of number
of rhEPO copy products in Thailand. It is assumed that
this comparison study should reveal a correlation between
the quality attributes of follow-on rhEPO products and
their immunogenicity. It was suggested that an increase
in PRCA could be due to a different genetic background
of the patient population or due to the different followon products having other product attributes compared
the originator Epogen® (Amgen, CA, USA). 12 different products available on the Thai market were evaluated. Differences in physiochemical properties were seen
between these follow-on products and Epogen. It was
suggested that these differences might be the reason for
a higher risk of an aggregate-induced immune response
that is associated with follow-on products (biosimilars).
Also it is speculated that bacterial endotoxin could
induce the production of anti-rhEPO antibodies, which
can lead to PRCA. Follow-on products were granted
market authorization through the classical generic regulatory pathway. In Thailand guidelines for the approval
of such complex drugs are momentarily under development. During this study it was observed that some of
the tested follow-on rhEPO products in Thailand were
significantly different from the originator rhEPO (Epogen). Therefore also the term ‘bioquestionable’ was used.
The EMA and the FDA have been able to recognize the
complexity of these products and ensured quality, efficacy and safety that match those of the originator product by evaluating these products with tailored biosimilar
guidelines prior to market approval. This example shows
that even though similarity tests for quality, efficacy and
safety are performed, it remains to be revealed what the
real causes are for the observed differences between the
originator and its follow-on products [70] . Almost comparable issues apply to nanosimilars. Also here the lack
of globally accepted approval standards might also affect
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benefit and risk of treated patients, which is the primordial task of regulators to approve safe and efficacious
drug products. Therefore and in the future, WHO or
International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for
Human Use (ICH) as knowledgeable institutions have to
assist to define more globally and harmonize the regulatory approaches to evaluate comparability of nanosimilars and related highly complex drug products and to
stimulate investigation to fill the scientific and regulatory
gap [11] .
Conclusion
NBCDs and related nanomedicines regulatory awareness is documented by a series of reflection papers and
industry guidances released from important authorities on evaluation of follow-on versions of established
NBCDs, like the nanocolloidal iv. iron carbohydrates
or liposomes. Nonequivalence of NBCD follow-on
versions, authorized by the classical generic paradigm,
which is not valid for these highly complex synthetic
nanoparticulate drugs, has triggered these considerations [7] . The multistep, difficult to control manufacturing process defines such large nonhomomolecular
drug products. They cannot be fully characterized
physicochemically and therefore unknown clinically
meaningful differences may be present. Therefore, a
similar instead of a sameness approach is necessary [62] ,
a defined and accepted nomenclature is lacking but is
mandatory for harmonized regulations [6] . For the totality of information on the level of similarity a stepwise
approach makes sense for quality, efficacy and safety
comparison. Besides general overarching regulation, for
example, for the nanoparticles assessment, the variety of
different NBCD families necessitates more specific regulatory guidance – one size does not fit all – to obtain the
totality of evidence in the in vitro, the nonclinical and
the clinical characteristics, for example, for liposomes,
glatiramoids or nanocolloidal iv. iron products. To assist
the practical use, interchangeability and switchability
between follow-on versions and the reference products
has to be addressed. In addition with the experience, a
nomenclature and labeling to identify the drug product
explicitly in the postmarket surveillance is mandatory.
The nanosimilar/NBCD regulatory evaluation exceeds
by far the requirements of the classical small drug generics and no guarantee to achieve these requirements can
be given. Investments to narrow or fill the scientific and
regulatory gap in these products is necessary [11] , also to
define criteria for innovative nanomedicines/NBCDs
to prevent unsafe exposure on the environment and on
human beings. To arrive at harmonized regulatory agreements sharing scientific expertise among stakeholders
can contribute to such achievements [71,72] .
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Future perspective
The complexity of biological and nonbiological nanomedicines with their nonhomomolecular structures
may allow for the development of a ‘magic bullet’ to
innovate pharmacotherapy in the coming years. The
unique properties and in vivo performance of nanomedicines allow targeting and delivering drugs in the body
in a new and attractive way. However, the mechanisms
involved are not yet fully understood, which gives innovative therapeutic options in so far not accessible body
compartments and leading to new and increased efficacy and safety of treatments. Together with such benefits also the potential risks have to be addressed challenging regulatory science for appropriate evaluation
especially of follow-on similars of therapeutic products
already successful on the market have. The lack of a full
pharmaceutical characterization, their specific size- and
surface/morphology-dependent interactions with body
structures will fertilize science but also challenge established regulatory evaluation processes based on a so far
well-established sameness approach (generics). Whereas
for NBCDs a defined similar approach is almost lacking and a harmonized and eventually global procedure
is not even started yet, support and experience from the
biosimilar approach could be used to progress although
these nanosimilars are synthetic and therefore not biologicals. To what extent a complex product is similar
enough to be an alternative therapy or even substitutable and exchangeable will depend on how well the
manufacturing processes can be controlled to deliver
the required similar product. Case-by-case and product class approaches will allow to extend a successful
comparability exercise also among the most important
regulatory agencies. Education and exchange among
involved regulators, healthcare professionals, experts
and finally patients have to be established through public–private partnerships. The goal should be to get the
right information to the right individuals at the right
time. In addition a careful postmarketing surveillance
with given traceability (appropriate labeling) will have
to be established to implement the safety profile and
full (also pharmacoeconmic) picture of the follow-on
similars intended to give easier (lower price) access to
innovative therapy.
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Executive summary
Background
• Nanomedicines offer innovative opportunities for therapeutics through a size-specific design and manufacturing.
• Risk and safety issues are not fully understood and have to be investigated to elucidate potential human and
environmental risks of such nanoproducts.
• The challenge is to regulate the evaluation and approval of nanomedicines and their follow-on versions.

Nanomedicines & nanosimilars
• Nanosized drugs or drug carriers allow to cover unmet clinical needs by targeting to specific biological
structures and cells not met by conventional drugs.
• A wide range of not only nanosized structures is included in this group of medicinal products.
• In contrast to the biosimilars, no regulatory assessment process is defined for these nanosimilars to guarantee
benefit and safety of treated patients.
• The nanoparticle surface-biointeractions of these highly complex nanomedicines are critical for the product
in vivo performance and, therefore, for their regulatory assessment.

Manufacturing of nanomedicines & nanosimilars
• The manufacturing process determines the nanomedicine drug product and its clinical profile including the
release of labile and reactive components with potential cell damage like oxidative stress, mitochondrial harm
or apoptosis upon administration.
• The varying product architecture is sensitive to the multiple-step, proprietary manufacturing which has to be
robust and well-controlled to ensure reproducibility and absence of clinically meaningful differences.

Specific nanomedicine-related aspects
• The 3D structure and the physicochemical properties influence the interaction with the innate immune system,
key for system recognition, biodispostion (selectivity) and the clinical performance.
• The knowledge and correct use of nanomedicines and nanosimilars requests special training and education of
involved professionals, scientists and regulators.

Current nanoparticular (colloidal) NBCDs with market approval
• Well-established intravenous nanoparticular nonbiological complex drugs (NBCDs) and unexpected experiences by
intended copies are presented:
–– Iron carbohydrates
–– Glatiramoids
–– Liposomes

Regulatory challenges & approaches with nanosimilars
• Evidence of therapeutic nonequivalence has created regulatory awareness to evaluating originator
intravenous NBCDs and their nanosimilars, authorized mainly through a generic approach. It has also
triggered reflection papers (EMA) and industry guidance papers (US FDA).
• Although not yet defined, the NBCD regulatory evaluation may benefit from the established ‘biosimilar approach’.
• A stepwise procedure through quality, nonclinical and clinical evaluation for the totality of evidence of
similarity and comparability between test and reference product is promising to detect even minor differences
with clinical impact in such nonhomomolecularly structured nanomedicines.
• Appropriately labeled products to distinguish between reference product and nanosimilars is mandatory for a
product-specific pharmacovigilance.
• Globally accepted approval standards have to be created and implemented. International organizations such
as the WHO or ICH have to be involved for global assistance.
• To fill this regulatory gap also the scientific one has to be filled.

Interchangeability
• Interchangeability and subsitutability between the reference product and nanosimilars matters; the FDA and
EMA approach differs.
• Expected lower drug treatment costs for follow-on version is only true if therapeutic equivalence and
eventually switchability is documented.
• To show the extent of similarity clinical head-to-head trials may be needed in addition to an intense
postmarketing surveillance. This will leave uncertainty in ‘generic’ competitors on the success of regulatory
nanosimilar approval.
• Guidance for prescribers and dispensing pharmacists are needed to correctly use such products and to
guarantee the aligned communication among them and to the patient.

Conclusion & trends
• NBCDs and related nanomedicines are defined by their difficult to control manufacture process have an
attractive therapeutic innovation opportunity.
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Executive summary
Conclusion & trends (cont.)
• For the regulatory comparability evaluation of follow-on versions a similarity approach has to be applied.
• Specific guidelines to assess the different NBCD families are needed in addition to overarching regulations.
• A stepwise approach to show the comparability and approval allows to respect safety and benefit of the
patients. Harmonized regulatory approval processes have to be applied globally.

human pharmacokinetic studies to assure the necessary
weight of evidence for comparability of such nanosimilars.
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